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Episodic absorption in the outflow of the old nova V603 Aquilae
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A B S T R A C T

We report on the time-dependent behaviour of ultraviolet spectral lines in Hubble Space

Telescope Goddard High-Resolution Spectrograph data of the classical nova V603 Aql. In

particular, episodic blueshifted absorption (extending to ,22500 km s21) is present, with a

variability time-scale down to ,1 min. The data provide a rare opportunity to study the rapid

evolution of absorption structures that may be associated with accretion-disc winds in

cataclysmic variables. At least three absorption events are recorded (at blueward velocities

only) over ,5 h, each lasting ,10±15 min. The derived velocity, acceleration and optical

depth properties provide an empirical picture of stochastically variable structures in the

outflow, with no evidence for short-term (less than ,1 h) cyclic or modulated behaviour in

the overall absorption properties. In contrast, the emission components of the ultraviolet

resonance lines are very stable in velocity and strength in this low-inclination system. On at

least two occasions there is an intriguing short-term `flare' in the ultraviolet continuum flux

(of up to ,40 per cent). Though there is no clear one-to-one relation in these data between

the continuum fluctuations and the occurrence of the absorption events, the time-scales for

the two variable phenomena are essentially the same. The irregular absorption episodes in

the ultraviolet data of V603 Aql presently defy a clear physical interpretation. Their overall

characteristics are discussed in the context of instabilities in radiation-pressure-driven disc

winds.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

This paper presents results from an ongoing programme to

diagnose highly time-dependent outflows from cataclysmic

variable (CV) binaries, based primarily on absorption-line profile

signatures in rapid Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ultraviolet

spectroscopy. Previously, we reported on the highly structured and

erratic outflow from the nova-like system, BZ Cam, where

substantial changes are present in wind-formed ultraviolet lines on

time-scales down to ,100 s. (Prinja et al. 2000; hereafter PRWK).

We follow that study here with fast ultraviolet spectroscopy of the

classical nova V603 Aql, using data secured during the same HST

programme in 1996 (Prog. ID 6661).

V603 Aql has received a lot of attention in the past owing to its

substantial outburst in 1918 June (Nova Aquila 1918), during

which it brightened by 13 mag to reach a visual magnitude of

21.1 [see, for example, summaries by Payne-Gaposchkin (1957)

and Clark & Stephenson (1977)]. The ejected envelope from the

fast nova was soon detected (Barnard 1919) and observed with a

uniform expansion rate (Weaver 1974); the nebulosity is now

rather dispersed and no longer discernible (e.g. Haefner & Metz

1985). The system is known to be a cataclysmic variable binary

with an orbital period of 3 h 18.9 min (Drechsel, Rahe & Wargau

1982). This spectroscopically determined period is, however,

,5 per cent less than that derived from photometry (e.g. Patterson

et al. 1993). This suggests a `super-hump' origin for the photo-

metric variability, i.e. the accretion disc in V603 Aql may be

precessing as a result of gravitational perturbations owing to the

secondary star. The small radial velocity variations (,30 km s21)

of the relatively narrow optical emission lines suggest that V603

Aql has a low binary inclination. Some fundamental parameters of

the system are listed in Table 1.

The nature of the accretion-disc outflow in V603 Aql is not well

determined. Previously, low-resolution (,6 AÊ ) ultraviolet spectro-

scopy secured using the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)

satellite revealed a dominance of emission components in the
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resonance line profiles. The poor spectral resolution, however,

generally makes it difficult to search for weak, blueshifted

absorption components (see, e.g., Drechsel et al. 1981; Krautter

et al. 1981; Selvelli & Cassatella 1981). More recently, Friedjung,

Selvelli & Cassatella (1997) have described HST observations of

V603 Aql taken with the Goddard High-Resolution Spectrograph

(GHRS; G140M grating). The resonance line doublets of C iv,

Si iv and N v were each covered in four `subexposures' typically

spanning 30 min (the different spectral lines were not, however,

recorded simultaneously). They reported variable, but weak,

blueward absorption in C iv and N v, but only emission in Si iv.

The absorption extended to ,22500 km s21 and fluctuated over a

time-scale of ,10 min.

Using a more intensive HST GHRS data set, and simultaneous

monitoring of key spectral lines, we demonstrate here that the

outflow of V603 Aql produces highly episodic line absorption

events (also seen in Si iv). We examine the velocity, optical depth

and relative ionization behaviour of the absorption features, and

search for empirical relations between the emission components of

the resonance lines and the (also variable) continuum flux.

2 T H E H S T T I M E - S E R I E S DATA S E T

Our HST observations of V603 Aql were secured on 1996

October 6 ut, using the GHRS in accumulate (ACCUM) mode

with the G140L grating in first order. The instrument set-up and

data reduction procedures adopted were the same as previously

described in our study of BZ Cam (PRWK). The analysis of V603

Aql is based on 90 `blue' subexposures (covering a wavelength

range ll1140±1436) and 95 `red' subexposures (ll1367±1663),

with a spectral resolution of 0.80 AÊ . Exposure times were 55.6 s

for the `red' spectra and 28.5 s for the `blue' spectra, with a typical

signal-to-noise ratio of ,10 at l1520 in individual subexposures.

The observations spanned a total time of 5.06 h (i.e. about 1.5

orbital periods of V603 Aql). A summary of the main blocks of

HST observations is given in Table 2, where we also label the

principal `time-bins' for the observations, which are referred to

later in the paper. The relative orbital phases quoted are for

T0�HJD 2 245 0360:5� � 1:809 797 (i.e. the first spectrum in our

data set).

The mean of the blue and red subexposures is shown in Fig. 1.

Aside from Lya absorption (l1216), the ultraviolet spectrum of

V603 Aql is dominated by the resonance line doublets of Si iv

ll1393.8, 1402.8 and C iv ll1548.2, 1550.8, plus features

arising from C iii l1175.7 and He ii l1640.4. A variable N v

ll1238.8, 1242.8 absorption profile is also present (though not

obvious in the mean spectrum). We focus, in particular, on the

characteristics of the outflow derived from the blueshifted

absorption troughs of C iii, N v, Si iv and C iv. The mean

continuum flux level in Fig. 1 is comparable with that recorded

in previous IUE studies of this system (see, e.g., references in

Section 1).

3 A B S O R P T I O N - L I N E P R O F I L E

VA R I A B I L I T Y

A time-variable blueshifted absorption trough is unambiguously

present in about 70 per cent of the C iv line profiles and about

40 per cent of the Si iv lines in our data set. The C iv absorption

profile exhibits more extreme changes, with the equivalent width

ranging between ,0.5 and 5 AÊ , with the deepest troughs dropping

to ,60 per cent below the local continuum. We concentrate our

study on the Si iv resonance line, however, since it is the most

densely sampled line profile in our data set (i.e. common to, both,

the `red' and the `blue' instrument settings), and has a wider

doublet separation than C iv. Some examples of the line profile

changes are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1. Fundamental parameters for V603 Aql.

Parameter Value Reference

Inclination, i 158±208 Warner (1976)
Porb 0.138 154 d Drechsel et al. (1982)
Distance 360 pc Drechsel et al. (1981)
E�B 2 V� 0:05 ^ 0:07 Gallagher & Holm (1974)
K velocity 32 km s21 Patterson et al. (1993)
MÇ acc 5 � 1029 M( yr21 Patterson (1984)

Table 2. Summary of HST observing blocks.

Time-bin Time range No of Relative
�HJD 2 245 0360:5� spectra orbital phase

1 1.809 797±1.827 387 25 0.000±0.127
2 1.860 968±1.894 386 61 0.370±0.612
3 1.928 721±1.961 414 54 0.861±1.097
4 1.995 752±2.020 672 45 1.346±1.526

Figure 1. Mean of the blue and red HST GHRS subexposures of V603 Aql. Substantial and rapid blueward absorption line profile variability is present in

time-series line profiles of C iiil1176; N v ll1240, Si iv ll1400 and C iv ll1550. The marked transitions of Si ii and C ii are interstellar. (No reddening

corrections have been applied to the spectrum shown.)
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The absorption is always seen at blueward velocities only, with

a maximum extent of ,22500 km s21 in the resonance lines.

(Note that the velocity scale in Fig. 2 is with respect to the blue

components of the doublets.) On occasions, however, the blue

wing of the absorption profile barely extends to ,500±700 km s21

(Fig. 2). In a qualitatively similar manner to BZ Cam (PRWK), the

absorption troughs of V603 Aql are highly variable on very short

time-scales; we highlight in Fig. 2, for example, simultaneous

variations extending over ,1500 km s21 in just ,58 s. We

attribute the variable blueward-extended absorption to the outflow

from V603 Aql and not the disc. Disc absorption (symmetrical

about zero velocity) is generally weak in this system. There are

cases of individual subexposures where the blueshifted absorption

is essentially absent, with no sign of `underlying' absorption

centred at rest velocity ± even in N v, where `filling-in' because of

emission is not likely to be a substantial effect. The ultraviolet

spectrum is also almost featureless between ll1420 and 1520,

and between C iv and He ii (Fig. 1).

In contrast to the absorption behaviour, the emission compo-

nents of the resonance line doublets are relatively stable, and do

not exhibit either corresponding or comparable fluctuations in

strength or central velocity. The mean and standard deviation

(s.d.) of the C iv and Si iv emission flux measured between 0 and

2000 km s21 for redward doublet components (which therefore

avoid complications arising from the transient blueward absorp-

tion features) is 3.53, s.d. 0.51 and 0.59, s.d. 0.16, respectively.

(The units are in 10212 erg cm22 s21 for continuum-subtracted

line profiles.) The mean central velocity of the He ii l1640

emission line ± that is least affected in these ultraviolet spectra by

absorption effects ± is ,284 km s21 (s.d. 67 km s21).

3.1 Episodic outflow events

The occurrence of blueshifted absorption in V603 Aql is highly

episodic, with individual `events' typically lasting less than

,20 min (<10 per cent of the orbital period). To reveal details of

the time evolution of the intermittent absorption, the individual

Si iv line profiles are shown as grey-scale representations in Fig. 3,

for the four principal time-bins labelled in Table 2. To emphasize

the blueshifted absorption enhancements in this display, we have

subtracted the mean Si iv profile from the individual profiles to

`remove' the relatively stable emission components.

Three absorption events are well recorded in our time series: (i)

in time-bin 2 between T�HJD 2 245 0360:5� � 1:865±1:876; (ii)

in time-bin 3 between T�HJD 2 245 0360:5� � 1:933±1:942; and

(iii) in time-bin 4 between T�HJD 2 245 0360:5� � 1:997±2:005:
The average time-span for the formation and evolution of these

episodes is ,13.5 min, and the overall mean velocity range is

,2500 to 21250 km s21. Irregular absorption features are also

seen at other times (Fig. 3), but either their evolution is not well

recorded in our data set, or they are extremely erratic. In addition,

a fairly strong and abrupt event is noted between T�HJD 2
245 0360:5� � 2:013 and 2.020, with a relatively steady velocity

of ,21750 km s21. The velocity behaviour of the three principal

events identified above is complex, and not monotonic as a

function of time. In order to derive simple measures of the

absorption enhancements seen, we analysed the residual Si iv

features identified in Fig. 3 by (least-squares) fitting them with a

Doppler absorption profile of the form

I � exp 2tc exp 2
v 2 vc

vt

� �2
" #( )

�1�

for both doublet components. For a given localized absorption

feature (intensity I) the central velocity displacement (vc) and

width parameter (vt) were constrained to be the same for both

doublet components, and the central optical depths (t c) were held

in the ratio (l0 f)1/(l0 f)2, where l0 and f are the rest wavelengths

Figure 2. Examples of absorption variability on time-scales of ,1 min, extending simultaneously over >1000 km s21 in Si iv and C iv. (The left-hand panels

show data set name z37v0208; subexposures 7 and 8, and the right-hand panels show data set name z37v020b; subexposures 11 and 12.) The velocity scale is

with respect to the shortward components of the resonance line doublets, and the location of zero velocity for the red components is indicated by the vertical

arrows. The line profile changes are almost entirely confined to blueward velocities.
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and the transition oscillator strengths, respectively, of the doublets.

The parameters vc, vt and tc, were freely adjusted, and generally

very good matches were obtained to the observed line profiles.

The central velocities and optical depths derived for the

blueward Si iv doublet component are shown in Fig. 4 for the

three main absorption episodes. There is no unique relation

apparent between the optical depth and the central velocity of the

different features, and the change in optical depth as a function of

time is different in the three cases. In the episodes recorded in

Fig. 4 (and Fig. 3) the blueshifted structure initially decelerates

and then accelerates; it eventually decelerates again in the case of

time-bin 3. Typically a deceleration or acceleration phase lasts

only about 4 min, with linear rates between 1.1±2.7 and 1.1±

3.6 km s22, respectively. The corresponding length-scales range

between ,5 � 109 to 2 � 1010 cm (i.e. approximately 5±20 white

dwarf radii). The initial line-of-sight velocity dispersion of the

absorption features increases, with typically a difference in the

full-width at half-maximum of ,150±250 km s21 over the first 3±

5 min. The widths are less reliably determined towards the end of

the velocity progression of the features, since they become weaker

in strength and `break up' into multiple components. Overall, the

mean full-width at half-maximum is ,580 km s21 (s.d.

,215 km s21). There is no clear relation between the width of a

given feature and its central Doppler velocity. In the case of the

absorption event in time-bin 3, the width continues to increase

from ,350 km s21 to ,770 km s21 during a period when the

feature is decelerating and accelerating.

The episodic absorption variability in V603 Aql is present in

other spectral lines, though they are not as intensely sampled in

our data set as Si iv. We measured the total absorption equivalent

Figure 3. Grey-scale representations of variability in the Si iv ll1400 lines of V603 Aql (see Section 3.1). The displays are darkest where the line optical

depths are greatest. The line profile in the bottom panel is the mean of the subexposures (see Fig. 1), which has been subtracted from the individual

subexposures for the purpose of these images. The mean continuum flux between ll1415±1425 is shown in the panels on the right-hand side (see Section 4),

where open circles are the red subexposures and filled circles are blue subexposures. The numbers in brackets represent the time-bins identified in Table 2.

The units of continuum flux are 10212 erg cm22 s21 AÊ 21.
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width between 2500 and 23000 km s21 in normalized line

profiles of C iii l1176, N v l1240, Si iv l1400 and C iv l1550,

for every HST subexposure in our time-series. The absorption

behaviour between these lines is compared in Fig. 5. It is clear that

absorption features of low and high ionization stages in V603 Aql

vary in concert. The linear slopes in Fig. 5 are not the same,

however, as the C iii value is a factor of ,2.5 lower than N v, and a

factor ,4.5 lower than C iv. In the optically thin regime, these

results point to possible ionization structure in the absorbing gas.

(Note, however, that the strongest absorption features are mostly

present in our data during the red subexposures, and are thus

generally not recorded in N v and C iii.) Though the smaller

doublet separation in C iv prevents reliable profile fitting of the

form carried out in Fig. 4 for Si iv, it is clear that the episodic

events are present at basically the same Doppler velocities in both

ions. Furthermore, there is excellent agreement between the

maximum absorption velocities observed simultaneously in the

blue subexposures between C iii, N v and Si iv, and between Si iv

and C iv in the red subexposures. There is no evidence in these

data for ionization-state-related velocity shifts in the absorption

features.

The variability characteristics derived here point to the presence

of stochastic and variable inhomogeneities in the outflow of V603

Aql. Their physical origin may relate, for example, to the action of

instabilities in a radiatively driven accretion-disc wind [see, e.g.,

the model simulations of Proga, Stone & Drew (1998)]; we

postpone further discussion to Section 5.

4 S H O RT- T E R M C O N T I N U U M F L U X

C H A N G E S

There have been several previous reports, based on IUE spectro-

scopy, of a variable continuum flux in V603 Aql (e.g. Drechsel et

al. 1981; Schwarzenberg-Czerny, Udalski & Monier 1992)

corresponding to changes of ,0.1 mag. Schwarzenberg-Czerny

et al. (1992) claim a connection between the ultraviolet continuum

radiation and the 63-min X-ray period (Udalski & Schwarzenberg-

Czerny 1989) and suggest an origin of the fluctuations in a

rotating, magnetic white dwarf. Note, however, that Arenas et al.

(2000) find no evidence for periodic behaviour on this time-scale

in their optical spectroscopic study.

The continuum fluxes in our HST subexposures are indeed

variable with maximum fluctuations ,40 per cent higher than the

mean level (i.e. grossly above HST instrumentation effects). The

mean continuum fluxes measured between ll1415±1425 in the

individual spectrograms are shown as a function of time in Fig. 3,

where they are also compared with the incidence of episodic

outflow events (Section 3). (Note, though we sampled the

continuum overlap region between red and blue subexposures to

maximize the data set, the measurements have an excellent

correlation to flux changes apparent at other wavelengths in the

Figure 4. The central velocities (vc) and optical depths (t c) of the three

principal episodic absorption events observed in V603 Aql are shown for

Si iv (blue doublet component) as a function of time. The time-bins

labelled are defined in Table 2 (see also Fig. 3). Typical formal errors from

the profile fits are ,5 per cent for the velocities and ,10 per cent for the

optical depths.

Figure 5. The absorption equivalent width in C iii (open circles), C iv

(filled circles), and N v (crosses) is compared to that in Si iv.
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blue and red subexposures.) Two clear `flares' are apparent during

time-bins 1 and 2. In the latter case there is a steep rise (over

,4 min) and a slower `decay' (over ,9 min). A weaker continuum

`flare' may also be present in the third time-bin. A Fourier

analysis did not reveal an obvious short time-scale cycle for the

flux changes; specifically the continuum variability shown in

Fig. 3 is not modulated on the mooted 63-min X-ray period for

this system.

The connection, if any, between the ultraviolet continuum flux

variability and the episodic blueward absorption events is not well

determined in these data. We note in Fig. 3, for example, that

while the absorption features in time-bins 2 and 3 may be

`associated' with a temporary rise in the continuum level, this is

not the case for time-bins 1 and 4. It is intriguing, however, that

the overall time-scales involved in both variability phenomena are

roughly the same. In the cases of time-bins 2 and 3 the peak in the

continuum fluxes occur ,8±9 min after the initial detection of the

localized absorption enhancements, though the potential `lag' is

not apparent at all in time-bin 1. The continuum flux changes are

not correlated with the overall absorption strength or the strength

of the line emission components.

5 C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S

For brief periods of time the Si iv and C iv ultraviolet resonance

lines in V603 Aql appear morphologically as `classical' P Cygni

profiles, i.e. with simultaneous blueward extended absorption and

broad emission centred close to rest velocity. It is clear, however,

from the variability characteristics presented here that the

ultraviolet lines of the system derive their form from separate

components, i.e. highly irregular and episodic absorption events

that extend bluewards only, plus a considerably more stable

emission source. The same is generally true for BZ Cam (PRWK)

and may be the case for several high-luminosity, low-inclination,

wind-driving CVs (see also V795 Her, Rosen et al. 1998).

Certainly the notion of `P Cygni' profiles presented in some

previous low-resolution IUE studies of winds from CVs needs to

be interpreted with caution based on results from high temporal

and spectral resolution HST data. The relatively steady ultraviolet

emission components may be associated with an extended thermal

(non-scattering) wind emission source (e.g. Knigge & Drew 1997)

with perhaps a modest rotational radial velocity signature.

Alternatively, the emission may arise (at least partly) from a

line-emitting hotspot on the disc (e.g. Knigge et al. 1994), in

which case the absence of large orbital velocity variations in line-

emission components of V603 Aql may simply reflect the low

inclination of this system. The notion of a thermal emission source

is also consistent with the fact that the net (continuum-subtracted)

emission line flux is approximately constant and does not

correlate with the continuum variations.

In V603 Aql, the safest ± though not particularly well

understood ± indication of a disc outflow comes from the highly

variable absorption events, that typically evolve over ,0.01 d. The

sporadic events are always blueshifted, though the apparent

velocity of a given feature can increase or decrease significantly

over a very short time-scale. The time-dependent velocity and

optical depth behaviour is different for sequential absorption

episodes. The absorption features are erratic in terms of incidence,

optical depth changes and velocity. In an admittedly short time-

series HST GHRS data set, we find no evidence for cyclic or

repeatable behaviour. A possible scenario is that the absorption

arises from intermittent density enhancements in a highly

structured and inhomogeneous disc-outflow with strong velocity

perturbations. The origin of these rapidly evolving (, a few

minutes) inhomogeneities may relate to instabilities in a radiation-

driven disc wind, that can potentially result in localized large-

amplitude density and velocity structure (e.g. Proga et al. 1998).

This scenario was previously applied in our empirical interpreta-

tion of the HST time-series data of BZ Cam (PRWK). In the case

of V603 Aql, our rapid HST spectroscopy has provided

considerably better defined cases of evolving localized absorption

enhancements, where systematic variations in velocity, optical

depth and acceleration could be examined.

The origin of the emission line source in V603 Aql is obviously

a key issue (as is the case in other low-inclination wind-driving

CVs). Since the ultraviolet absorption troughs in V603 Aql are so

intermittent, our time-series data set provides some fine

opportunities to examine the properties of apparently `emission-

only' line profiles. The maximum flux cases, i.e. exposures that

are not `contaminated' by blueward absorption, are compared in

Fig. 6 between C iii, Si iv, C iv and He ii. The C iv emission line

strength is substantially greater than the other ions, that was also

generally true for the episodic absorption events (e.g. Fig. 5).

There is no obvious or systematic difference between the velocity

widths of lines of different ionization state, and the full-width at

zero-intensity is ,1600 km s21. The peak intensities of the clearly

resolved Si iv doublet components are almost identical, and

certainly not in the 2:1 ratio expected in the simple optically thin

case from the respective oscillator strength ratios. In the absence

of irregular absorption components, these emission line profiles

are very symmetric between the blueward and redward wings; any

strong asymmetries here may have betrayed the presence of

underlying absorption owing to a continuous `smooth' outflow

that has been `filled-in' by the emission. The maximum extent of

Figure 6. The emission profiles evident when the episodic absorption

events are essentially absent are compared here for the cases of C iii

(dashed line), Si iv (solid line), C iv (dot-dashed line) and He ii (dotted

line). For the purpose of this figure, the peak intensity of the C iv line

profile has been scaled down by 70 per cent. The velocity scale of the

doublets is with respect to the red components.
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the blue emission wing remains redward of ,21000 km s21, and

therefore never overlaps the principal observed velocity domain of

the episodic absorption events. The apparent absence of `under-

lying' absorption (Fig. 6) does not, however, exclude the presence

of a smooth disc wind in V603 Aql. In the kinematic models of

rotating disc winds calculated by Shlosman & Vitello (1993), for

example, if the disc inclination angle is smaller than the inner

opening angle of the wind (i.e. less than ,208), then we are

essentially viewing an inner `hole' in the biconical wind. In this

case there is simply a dearth of absorbing gas. Alternatively, the

smooth wind may just be too dilute to produce significant

absorption in the ultraviolet ionization states monitored here.

We have provided new perspectives on the very short time-scale

dynamics of the accretion-disc wind in V603 Aql, based on

sensitive diagnostics offered by the ultraviolet resonance lines of

luminous low-inclination CVs. A detailed physical interpretation

of the outflow signatures cannot, however, be provided until we

have an improved understanding of the overall absorption and

emission line-formation mechanisms of this system.
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